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ORTHOGONALITY AND DOMINATION IN UNSTABLE THEORIES
ALF ONSHUUS AND ALEXANDER USVYATSOV
Abstrat. In the rst part of the paper we study orthogonality, domination, weight, regular
and minimal types in the ontexts of rosy and super-rosy theories. Then we try to develop
analogous theory for arbitrary dependent theories.
1. Introdution and preliminaries
There are several questions that motivated this researh. First, it is natural to extend the
onepts of domination, regularity and weight to rosy theories (as it has already been done in the
simple unstable ontext). One reason for doing this is oordinatization theorems: one would
like to analyze an arbitrary type in terms of types that an be studied and lassied more easily:
regular (admit a pregeometry), minimal, et. We prove several results of this kind in setion 3.
These provide a omplementary piture to the reent work of Assaf Hasson and the rst author
[3℄ where minimal types in super-rosy theories are investigated. For example, the two artiles
ombined throw some light on types in theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures.
Another motivation ame from our desire to understand and develop the onept of strong
dependene ([10℄). It has reently beome lear that this notion is strongly onneted to weight.
In [11℄ the seond author shows that every strongly dependent type has rudimentary nite
generially stable weight. Hene a stable theory is strongly dependent preisely when every
type has nite weight. The latter onlusion has also been observed by Adler in [1℄, as he
studied the notion of burden, whih generalizes weight and makes sense in any theory. A
related onept (within the ontext of dependent theories) is investigated by the authors in [8℄.
A natural question that arises is: given a dependent theory with a good enough independene
relation, does strong dependene always imply nite weight ? More preisely, we analyze the
following two questions in this artile. Is thorn-weight nite in a strongly dependent rosy theory?
Is there a natural notion of forking weight in an arbitrary dependent theory, and what is the
onnetion to strong dependene? We give a positive answer to the rst question in setion 2,
and address the seond one in setion 4.
Several diretions pursued in this paper require a deliate analysis of existene of mutually
indisernible (sometimes Morley) sequenes. Claims of this form are proved in setion 2 (in
rosy ontext) and setion 4 (for dependent theories). We nd these results of interest on their
own and believe that they might have further appliations. One interesting onsequene of our
analysis whih has several appliations beyond the study of weight is that in a dependent theory
dividing (say, over an extension base) an be always witnessed by a Morley sequene.
The paper is organized as follows:
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We start by dening notions related to forking and þ-forking, quoting some of the relevant
results and proving others that will be needed throughout the paper.
Most of the paper is devoted to understand þ-orthogonality and the role of þ-regular and min-
imal types in rosy, super-rosy, and nite U
þ
-rank strutures. We show many results analogous
to those in stable (and simple) theories, and onlude with a strong deomposition theorem for
types of nite rank in rosy theories. As we have already mentioned, this result suggests that
analysis of minimal types (as is done e.g. in [3℄) leads to understanding of all types in a rosy
theory of nite rank (e.g., a theory interpretable in an o-minimal struture).
Setion 2 gives proofs of ertain basi results on thorn-weight, thorn-domination and regular-
ity. Many of these proofs follow the lines of lassial ones, but we still go through them arefully,
and where the proofs diverge, we give alternative proofs for the þ-forking ontext or explain how
to bridge the gaps. In this setion we also onnet thorn-weight to strong dependene and show
that every type in a strongly dependent rosy theory has nite thorn-weight.
We have reently learnt that Hans Adler has also written (in an unpublished note) a proof
of the fat that in a rosy theory, rudimentarily nite þ-weight implies nite þ-weight (Theorem
2.21). Both his and our proofs of this partiular fat are mostly based on Wagner's argument
[14℄ for simple theories, whih is itself a generalization of Hyttinen's results [4℄ in the stable
ontext.
In ontrast, the analysis of nite-rank theories in Setion 3 is not lose to the existing proofs
for stable and simple theories. Several useful tehnial tools appliable in this and related
ontexts are developed, the main one being Proposition 3.6. We believe that these tools should
have many appliations.
Finally, in Setion 4 we nish the paper by investigating suient onditions for existene
of mutually indisernible sequenes in dependent theories and draw ertain onlusions about
the meaning of strong dependene, the behavior of forking and onepts related to weight. In
partiular it is shown that dividing in a dependent theory an normally be witnessed by a Morley
sequene.
1.1. Notations and Assumptions. Given a theory T , we will work inside its monster model
denoted by C. By monster we mean that all ardinals we mention are small (i.e. smaller
than saturation of C), all sets are small subsets of C, all models are small elementary submodels
of C, and truth values of all formulae and all types are alulated in C. We denote tuples (nite
unless said otherwise) by lower ase letters a, b, c et, sets by A,B,C et, models by M,N et.
By a ≡A b we mean tp(a/A) = tp(b/A). Reall that this is equivalent to having σ ∈ Aut(C/A)
satisfying σ(a) = b.
Given an order type O, a sequene I = 〈ai : i ∈ O〉 and j ∈ O, we often denote the set
{ai : i < j} by a<j . Similarly for a≤j , a>j et. We also often identify the sequene I with the
set ∪I; that is, when no onfusion should arise we write tp(a/I) et.
We will write a |⌣AB for tp(a/AB) does not fork over A even if T is not simple. Although
non-forking is generally not an independene relation, we still nd this notation onvenient.
For simpliity we assume T = T eq for all theories T mentioned in this paper.
1.2. þ-forking. Sine a big part of the paper deals with þ-forking and its properties, we will
now dene the basi onepts related to this notion. The following denitions and fats an be
found in [7℄.
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Denition 1.1. Let ϕ(x, y) be a formula, b be a tuple and C be any set. Then we dene the
following.
• ϕ(x, b) strongly divides over D if b is not algebrai over D and the set
{ϕ(x, b′)}b′|=tp(b/D)
is k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N.
• ϕ(x¯, b) þ-divides over C if there is some D ⊃ C suh that ϕ(x, b) strongly divides over
D.
• ϕ(x, b) þ-forks over C if there are nitely many formulas ψ1(x, b1), . . . , ψn(x, bn) suh
that ϕ(x, b) ⊢
∨
i ψi(x, bi) and ψi(x, bi) þ-divides over C for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We will dene a theory to be rosy if it does not admit innite þ-forking hains.
Naturally, we say that a (partial) type þ-divides/forks over a set A if it ontains a formula
whih þ-divides/forks over A.
It is onvenient to make denition of strong dividing for types slightly more triky, sine by
making sure that the strongly dividing type uses all the parameters we are able to use algebrai
losure muh more eiently. We begin with the following denition in the partiular ase of a
type over a nite set.
Denition 1.2. Let p(x, b) be a (partial) type over a nite tuple b. We say that p(x, b) strongly
divides over a set D if there is a formula ϕ(x, b) ∈ p(x, b) whih strongly divides over D.
Remark 1.1. Notie that the denition of strong dividing (for formulas) implies the following.
(i) If ϕ(x, a) strongly divides over A, then for every b |= ϕ(x, a) we have tp(a/Ab) is
algebrai (whereas tp(a/A) is nonalgebrai).
(ii) ϕ(x, a) strongly divides over A if and only if
• a 6∈ acl(A)
• For every innite nononstant indisernible sequene 〈ai : i < ω〉 in tp(a/A), we
have {ϕ(x, ai) : i < ω} is inonsistent.
(iii) Let a, b,A be suh that a 6∈ acl(A). Then tp(b/Aa) strongly divides over A if and only
if for any b′ |= tp(b/Aa) we have a ∈ acl(Ab′).
(iv) If ϕ(x, a) strongly divides over A and B ⊃ A is suh that a 6∈ acl(B) then ϕ(x, a)
strongly divides over B.
Proof. (i) Suppose ϕ(x, a) strongly divides over A (so in partiular a 6∈ acl(A)), and let
b |= ϕ(x, a). By the denition, there are only nitely many a1, . . . , ak−1 (say, a1 = a)
in tp(a/A) suh that ϕ(b, ai). In partiular, there are only nitely many realizations of
tp(a/Ab), as required.
(ii) The only if diretion is lear. For the if diretion, suppose that ϕ(x, a) does not
strongly divide over A, but a 6∈ acl(A). Then for every k < ω there is a subset
{a1, . . . , ak} of tp(a/A) suh that ∃x
∧k
i=1 ϕ(x, ai). By ompatness, for any ardinal µ
there is a sequene 〈aα : α < µ〉 of realizations of tp(a/A) suh that ∃x
∧k
i=1 ϕ(x, aαi)
for every α1 < . . . < αk < µ. By Fat 1.13 there is suh an innite (nononstant)
indisernible sequene.
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(iii) The only if diretion follows from (i).
On the other hand, assume that a 6∈ acl(A), tp(b/Aa) does not strongly divide
over A, but for any b′ |= tp(b/Aa) we have a ∈ acl(Ab′). By (ii), for every formula
ϕ(x, a) ∈ tp(b/Aa) there is an indisernible sequene 〈ai : i < ω〉 in tp(a/A) suh
that {ϕ(x, ai) : i < ω} is onsistent. Let p(x, a) = tp(b/Aa). By ompatness, there
is an indisernible sequene 〈ai : i < ω〉 in tp(a/A) suh that q(x) =
⋃
i<ω p(x, ai) is
onsistent (and, moreover, a0 = a). Let b
′ |= q(x). Clearly a = a0 6∈ acl(Ab
′), sine
ai ≡Ab′ a0 for all i. This ontradits the assumptions.
(iv) follows easily from (ii).

In view of (iii) above, we dene in general
Denition 1.3. A type tp(b/B) strongly divides over A if B is nonalgebrai over A, but is
algebrai over Ab′ for every b′ |= tp(b/A).
It may be good to point out that the denition of p(x, a) strong dividing over A is not
equivalent to having a strong dividing formula. The main point is that strong dividing is quite
sensitive to the parameters we name, whih is not very ommon in model theory (it is not losed
under elementary equivalene) but whih is quite useful when working with þ-forking.
Reall that a formula ϕ(x, y) is alled stable if it does not have the order property (see [13℄).
Fat 1.2. If a stable formula ϕ(x, y) witnesses that a type p(x, a) forks over A, then there is a
ϕ-formula witnessing that p(x, a) þ-forks over A.
In partiular, in any stable theory the onepts of þ-forking and forking oinide.
Proof. This is Lemma 5.1.1 in [7℄. 
As with stable theories, for many of our results we will need the existene of a global rank
based on the independene notion, whih in this ase orresponds to þ-forking.
Denition 1.4. Let M be a model. We will dene the Uþ-rank to be the foundation rank of
the order given by the þ-forking relation on types onsistent with M . A theory T will be alled
super-rosy whenever the U
þ
-rank of any type in any model of T is ordinal valued.
Fat 1.3. Let T be a super-rosy theory and let a, b,A be subsets of a model M of T .
Then
U
þ (tp (b/aA)) + Uþ (tp (a/A)) < Uþ (tp (ab/A)) < Uþ (tp (b/aA))⊕Uþ (tp (a/A)) .
Proof. Theorem 4.1.10 in [7℄. 
We will need the following easy but important Observation. It will allow us to understand
how far we need to extend the types to get þ-dividing from þ-forking and strong dividing from
þ-dividing; it will be key for the proof of the deomposition theorem for a type of nite þ-rank
in Setion 3. The proof is quite lose to the proof of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 in [2℄. However,
we prove (and need) a slightly dierent result, so we inlude a proof.
Observation 1.4. Let M be a model of a rosy theory T , and let a, b,A be tuples (and
sets) in M . Then the following hold.
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(i) Let p(x, a) be a type over Aa whih þ-forks over A. Then there is a non-þ-forking
extension p(x, a, a′) of p(x, a) suh that p(x, a′) þ-divides over A.
(ii) Let a, b be elements and A be a set suh that tp(b/Aa) þ-divides over A. Then there is
some e suh that b |⌣
þ
Aa
e and suh that tp(b/Aea) strongly divides over Ae.
In partiular, if tp(b/Aa) is a type of ordinal valued Uþ-rank, then Uþ(tp(b/Aae)) <
U
þ(tp(b/Ae)).
Proof. (i) Let p(x, a) be as in statement (i) of the Observation and let b |= p(x, a).
By denition, there are nitely many formulas ϕi(x, ai) suh that
p(x, a) ⊢
n∨
i=1
ϕi(x, ai)
and ϕ(x, ai) þ-divides over A. By extension of þ-independene we know that there are
a′1, . . . , a
′
n |= tp(a1 . . . an/Aa) suh that b |⌣
þ
Aa
a′1 . . . a
′
n.
So tp(b/Aaa′1 . . . a
′
n) ⊢ ϕm(x, a
′
m) for some m; dening a
′ := a′m and p(x, a, a
′) := tp(b/Aaa′),
we get by onstrution that p(x, a, a′) satises the statement of the Observation.
(ii) Let a, b and A be as in statement (ii) of the Observation. By denition of þ-dividing there
is some e′ and some ϕ(x, a) ∈ tp(b/Aa) suh that ϕ(x, a) strongly divides over Ae′. Note that
in partiular a 6∈ acl(Ae′).
Let e |= tp(e′/Aa) be suh that b |⌣
þ
Aa
e. Sine e |= tp(e′/Aa), strong dividing is preserved.
Moreover, a 6∈ acl(Ae), hene by the denition (alternatively, by Remark 1.1(v)), tp(b/Aae)
strongly divides over Ae.

Finally, we will prove the following well known fat.
Fat 1.5. Let a |⌣
þ
A
B. Then there is a þ-Morley sequene I over B based on A starting with
a.
Proof. First, onstrut a non-þ-forking sequene I ′ = 〈a′i : i < µ〉 in tp(a/B) based on A starting
with A by the standard onstrution, that is, a′0 = a, a
′
i ≡B a, a
′
i |⌣
þ
A
Ba′<i. Moreover, make
µ large enough so that using Erdös-Rado (more preisely, Fat 1.13, see also Remark 1.14) one
an nd I whih is an ω-sequene, B-indisernible and every n-type of I over B appears in
I ′. Clearly I is a þ-Morley sequene over B based on A. Moreover, sine every element of I ′
satises tp(a/B), so does every element of I, so by applying an automorphism over B we may
assume that I starts with a. 
1.3. Dependent theories and generially stable types. Reall that a theory T is alled
dependent if there does not exist a formula whih exemplies the independene property. We
are mostly going to use the following equivalent denition:
Fat 1.6. T is dependent if and only if there do not exist an indisernible sequene I = 〈ai :
i < λ〉, a formula ϕ(x, y) and b¯ suh that both
{i : |= ϕ(ai, b)}
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and
{i : |= ¬ϕ(ai, b)}
are unbounded in λ.
In setion 4, we will work with the lassial Shelah's notions of dividing, forking and splitting
from [13℄. Denitions and a quik summary of properties an be found in setion 2 of [11℄. In
partiular, we will use the following easy (but important) onsequene of dependene (due to
Shelah, [9℄).
Fat 1.7. (T dependent) Strong splitting implies dividing (and therefore forking).
We will now dene and give the basi properties of generially stable types.
Denition 1.5. We all a type p ∈ S(A) generially stable if every Morley sequene in it is an
indisernible set.
The following key properties of generially stable types an be found in [11℄:
Fat 1.8. (T dependent)
(i) p ∈ S(A) is generially stable if and only if some Morley sequene in p is an indisernible
set.
(ii) Let p be a generially stable type. If p ∈ S(A), then it is denable over acl(A). If p is
denable over A (e.g. A = acl(A)), then p is stationary (in the sense that it has unique
non-forking extensions).
(iii) Let p be generially stable. Non-forking denes on the set of realizations of p a stable in-
dependene relation (that is, a relation satisfying all the axioms of a stable independene
relation).
Note that generi stability is not neessarily losed under extensions.
1.4. Strong dependene and dp-minimality. The following denitions were motivated by
the notions of strong dependene of Shelah (see e.g. [10℄) and appear in [11℄ and [8℄. In the
denitions below we denote tuples by x¯, a¯ (in order to stress the dierene between singletons
and nite tuples of arbitrary length).
Denition 1.6.
(i) A randomness pattern of depth κ for a (partial) type p over a set A is an array 〈b¯αi : α <
κ, i < ω〉 and formulae ϕα(x¯, y¯α) for α < κ suh that
(a) The sequenes Iα = 〈b¯αi : i < ω〉 are mutually indisernible over A, that is, I
α
is
indisernible over AI 6=α.
(b) len(b¯αi ) = len(y¯α)
() for every η ∈ κω, the set
Γη = {ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
η (α) : α < κ} ∪ {¬ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
i ) : α < κ, i < ω, i 6= η(α)}
is onsistent with p.
(ii) A (partial) type p over a set A is alled strongly dependent if there do not exist formulae
ϕα(x¯, y¯α) for α < ω and sequenes 〈b¯
α
i : i < ω〉 for α < ω mutually indisernible over A
suh that for every η ∈ ωω, the set
Γη = {ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
η(α) : α < ω} ∪ {¬ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
i ) : α < ω, i 6= η(α)}
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is onsistent with p.
In other words, p is alled strongly dependent if there does not exist a randomness
pattern for p of depth κ = ω.
(iii) Dependene rank (dp-rk) of a (partial) type p over a set A is the supremum of all κ
suh that there exists a randomness pattern for p of depth κ.
(iv) A (partial) type over a set A is alled dp-minimal if dp-rank of p is 1.
In other words, p is dp-minimal if there does not exist a randomness pattern for p of
depth 2.
(v) A theory is alled strongly dependent/dp-minimal if the partial type x = x is (here x is
a singleton).
(vi) Let T be dependent. A type p is alled strongly stable if it is strongly dependent and
generially stable.
Remark 1.9. Note that Shelah basially shows in [10℄ Observation 1.7 that if there exists a
type p(x¯) whih is not strongly dependent, then there exists suh a type p′(x) with x being
a singleton. Therefore if there exists an non-strongly dependent type, then T is not strongly
dependent and the denitions above make sense.
Note that if in the denition of a randomness pattern all formulae are the same, we get the
independene property:
Observation 1.10. A theory T is dependent if and only if it does not admit a randomness
pattern of some/any innite depth with ϕα(x¯, y¯) = ϕ(x¯, y¯) for all α if and only if T does not
admit a randomness pattern of depth |T |+.
Proof. By ompatness. 
A related notion, whih will be onvenient for us to onsider, was investigated by Adler in
[1℄. We are going to use a slightly dierent terminology (some of it omes from [8℄).
Denition 1.7.
(i) A dividing pattern of depth κ for a (partial) type p over a set A is an array 〈b¯αi : α <
κ, i < ω〉 and formulae ϕα(x¯, y¯α) for α < κ suh that
(a) The sequenes Iα = 〈b¯αi : i < ω〉 are mutually indisernible over A, that is, I
α
is
indisernible over AI 6=α.
(b) len(b¯αi ) = len(y¯α)
() for every η ∈ κω, the set
{ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
η (α) : α < κ}
is onsistent with p.
(d) for every α < κ there exists kα < ω suh that the set
{ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
i ) : i < ω}
is kα-inonsistent with p.
(ii) A (partial) type p over a set A is alled strong if there does not exist a dividing pattern
for p of depth κ = ω.
(iii) A theory is alled strong if every nitary type is strong.
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Remark 1.11. Note that by mutual indisernibility in lause () of the denition of a dividing
pattern it is enough to demand that the set
{ϕα(x¯, b¯
α
0 ) : α < κ}
is onsistent with p.
The reader is enouraged to have a look in [1℄ for the disussion of strong theories. A theory
is strong and dependent if and only is it is strongly dependent (as suggested by the name), and
this is mostly the ase we are interested in in this artile; but there are also strong theories
whih are simple unstable, and even SOP2.
The following easy Lemma was proven by the authors in [8℄ in order to establish the onnetion
between randomness and dividing patterns. It is also impliit in some proofs in [1℄. We inlude
the proof for ompleteness.
Lemma 1.12. (i) Let p(x) be a type over a set A, let I = 〈bi〉i∈O be a sequene indis-
ernible over A, and let ϕ(x, y) be a formula suh that p(x) ∪ ϕ(x, bi) is onsistent for
some (all) i and {ϕ(x, bi)}i∈O is k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N. Then
p(x) ∪ {ϕ(x, bl)} ∪ {¬ϕ(x, bi)}i 6=l
is onsistent for all l.
(ii) Let p(x) be a type over a set A, n < ω and let 〈bαi : α < n, i < ω〉, {ϕα(x, yα) : α < n}
be a dividing pattern for p over A of depth n. Then there exists a randomness pattern
for p over A of depth n; in fat, the randomness pattern is given by the same array and
olletion of formulae.
(iii) Clause (ii) holds also when the depth n < ω is replaed with any ardinal κ.
Proof. (i) Without loss of generality let us assume that O = Q and l = 0. Assume also
that k is minimal suh that the set ∆ = {ϕ(x, bi) : i ∈ Q} is k-inonsistent. By the
assumptions k > 1.
By indisernibility it is enough to show that the set
{ϕ(x, b0)} ∪ {¬ϕ(x, bi) : i ∈ Z, i 6= 0}
is onsistent. Sine ∆ is (k − 1)-onsistent, the set
{ϕ(x, b0)} ∪ {ϕ(x, b 1
i+1
) : 1 < i < k}
is onsistent, realized by some d. But ∆ is k-inonsistent, so learly
d |= {ϕ(x, b0)} ∪ {ϕ(x, b 1
i+1
) : 1 < i < k} ∪ {¬ϕ(x, bi) : i ∈ Z, i 6= 0}
and we are done.
(ii) A very similar proof (working with
∧
α ϕα(x, b
α
0 ) instead of ϕ(x, b0)) is left to the reader.
(iii) By lause (ii) and ompatness.

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1.5. Morley-Erdös-Rado. We will make use of the following lassial result (originally due to
Morley, although often is referred to as Erdös-Rado argument, sine it is an easy onsequene
of Erdös-Rado theorem and ompatness):
Fat 1.13. Let λ be a ardinal. Then there exists µ > λ suh that for every set A of ardinality
λ and a sequene of tuples 〈ai : i < µ〉 there exists an ω-type q(x0, x1, · · · ) of an A-indisernible
sequene suh that for every n < ω there exist i1 < i2 < . . . < in < µ suh that the restrition
of q to the rst n variables equals tp(ai1 . . . ain/A).
We will sometimes denote µ as above by µ(λ).
Remark 1.14. Let A be a set, A ⊆ B, I an A-indisernible sequene. Then there exists I ′,
I ′ ≡A I, I
′
indisernible over B.
Proof. First extend I to be long enough so that Fat 1.13 an be applied to it with λ = |B|+ |T |.
Then there exists I ′ indisernible over B suh that every n-type of I ′ over B appears in I. In
partiular I ′ has the same type over A as I (sine I was A-indisernible and A ⊆ B). 
2. þ-orthogonality and þ-regularity in rosy strutures.
The rst part of this setion is devoted to develop the analogue notions of domination, or-
thogonality, weight and regularity in the þ-forking ontext and the properties suh notions have
under dierent hypothesis. In the mean time we will show the relation with strong dependene.
Throughout the setion we will assume that T is rosy.
Denition 2.1. We dene the following.
• Two types p(x) and q(x) are weakly þ-orthogonal if they are dened over a ommon
domain B and for every tuple a |= p′ and b |= q′ we have a |⌣
þ
B
b. This is denoted by
p ⊥þw q.
• Two types p and q are þ-orthogonal if every non-þ-forking extensions p′ and q′ of p and
q respetively to a ommon domain are weakly þ-orthogonal. This is denoted by p ⊥þ q.
• Let A be a set, a, b tuples. We say that a þ-dominates b over A if for every c we have
b 6 |⌣
þ
A
c implies a 6 |⌣
þ
A
c. In this ase we write b⊳þA a.
• We say that a, b are th-domination equivalent over A if they dominate eah other over
A. Clearly, this is an equivalene relation. In this ase we write a ⊲⊳þA b.
• Let p(x) and q(x) be types over A and B respetively. We will say that p(x) þ-dominates
q(x) if there are a, b realizations of p and q respetively suh that a |⌣
þ
A
B, b |⌣
þ
B
A and
b⊳þA∪B a. If A = B, we say that p þ-dominates q over A.
• We say that types p and q are þ-equidominant if there are non-forking extensions p′, q′
of p, q respetively to a ommon domain C and realizations a′ |= p′, b′ |= q′ whih are
domination equivalent over C. In this ase we write p ⋊⋉þ q.
Remark 2.1. Note that equidominane is not (in general) an equivalene relation on types. Note
also that if two types dominate eah other, they are not neessarily equidominant (even if the
domination is over the same set of parameters A), not even in stable theories. The problem is
that whereas dominane on elements (over a set A) is transitive, dominane on types is generally
not. See setion 5.2 of [14℄ for further disussion of this matter and examples.
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Now we dene þ-pre-weight and þ-weight of a type p. We will denote them by pwtþ(p) and
wtþ(p). Note that Fat 1.2 implies that in stable theories þ-weight oinides with the usual
notion of weight.
Denition 2.2.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses pwt
þ(p(x)) ≥
n (þ-pre-weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), 〈bi〉
n
i=1 is A-þ-independent and a 6 |⌣
þ
A
bi
for all i, j. If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we will say that a, 〈bi〉
n
i=1
witnesses pwtþ(p(x)) = n and that p has þ-pre-weight n.
• We say that a type p has nite þ-pre-weight if pwtþ(p) < ω. We say that a type p has
rudimentary nite þ-pre-weight if one an not nd an innite witness {bi : i < ω} as in
(i) above.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a,B, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses
wtþ(p(x)) ≥ n (þ-weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), a |⌣
þ
A
B, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 is B-þ-
independent and a 6 |⌣
þ bi for all i, j. If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we
will say that a,B, 〈bi〉i=1n witnesses wt
þ(p(x)) = n and that p has þ-weight n.
• We say that a type p has nite þ-weight if wtþ(p) < ω. We say that a type p has
rudimentary nite þ-weight if every non-þ-forking extension of p has rudimentary nite
pre-weight.
It follows from the denition that wtþ(p) ≥ n if and only if there exists a non-þ-forking
extension of p with þ-pre-weight at least n.
Notie also that one ould dene innite þ-pre-weight and weight as usual, but we will be
onerned only with nite þ-weights in this paper.
2.1. Finite þ-weight and strong dependene. Let us rst make the obvious onnetions
between þ-weight and the notion of cc-þ-forking studied in [8℄.
We reall the denitions. Note that the variable x is a singleton.
Denition 2.3.
(i) We say that a tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n and a set A witness n-rissrossed strong-
dividing (n-cc-strong-dividing) if |= ∃x
∧
i ϕi(x, a¯
i), ϕi(x, a¯
i) strong divides over A and
a¯i |⌣
þ
A
〈a¯j〉j 6=i for all i.
(ii) We say that a tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n and a set A witness n-rissrossed þ-dividing (n-
cc-þ-dividing) if |= ∃x
∧
i ϕi(x, a¯
i), ϕi(x, a¯
i) þ-divides over A and a¯i |⌣
þ
A
〈a¯j〉j 6=i for all
i.
(iii) We say that a tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n and a set A witness n-rissrossed þ-forking (n-cc-þ-
forking) if |= ∃x
∧
i ϕi(x, a¯
i), ϕi(x, a¯
i) þ-forks over A and a¯i |⌣
þ
A
〈a¯j〉j 6=i for all i.
(iv) We say that T admits n-cc-þ-forking (or þ-dividing or strong dividing) if there exists a
tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n witnessing n-cc-þ-forking (or þ-dividing or strong forking) over A.
(v) Let p be a 1-type over a set A. We say that a tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n witnesses n − cc þ-
forking (or þ-dividing or strong dividing) in p if 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n, A witness n-cc-þ-forking
(or þ-dividing or strong dividing) and the formula
∧
i ϕi(x, a¯
i) is onsistent with p.
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(vi) We say that a type p ∈ S1(A) admits n-cc-þ-forking (or þ-dividing or strong dividing)
if there exists a tuple 〈ϕi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n witnessing n-cc-þ-forking (or þ-dividing or strong
dividing) in p.
Remark 2.2. The following follow straight from the denitions.
(i) T admits n-cc-þ-forking if and only if there exists a set A and a type p ∈ S(A) whih
admits n-cc-þ-forking.
(ii) Let T be rosy Then a type p ∈ S1(A) does not admit n-cc-þ-forking if and only if it
has pre-þ-weight less than n.
(iii) So a rosy T does not admit n-cc-þ-forking if and only if every 1-type has pre-þ-weight
less than n if and only if every 1-type has þ-weight less than n.
The following is shown in [8℄. For ompleteness we inlude the proof in the appendix, see
A.1.
Fat 2.3. The following are equivalent for any p ∈ S1(A).
(i) p admits n-cc-þ-forking.
(ii) p admits n-cc-þ-dividing.
(iii) There is an extension p(x,B) of p(x) suh that p(x,B) admits n-cc-strong dividing.
The main goal of this subsetion is to haraterize, in rosy theories, strong dependene in
terms of the þ-pre-weight. In order to do this, we will need to prove existene of mutually
þ-Morley sequenes. The proedures will also bring some light as to what is needed in order
to haraterize strong dependene within dependent theories (or Adler's strongness within
arbitrary theories) in terms of weight with respet to some independene notion.
Observation 2.4. Let {Ii : i < n} be sequenes suh that Ii is a þ-Morley sequene over AI<i
based on A. Then Ii is a non-þ-forking sequene over AI 6=i based on A.
Proof. We need to prove that a¯ij |⌣
þ
A
a¯i<jI
6=i
where we dene Ii = 〈a¯ij : j < µi〉.
By the assumptions, a¯ij |⌣
þ
A
a¯i<jI
<i
for all i, j. Hene by transitivity and nite harater of
þ-forking, we have I>i |⌣
þ
A
I≤i for all i, in partiular I>i |⌣
þ
A
a¯i≤jI
<i
for all i, j. By transitivity
again, ombining a¯ij |⌣
þ
A
a¯i<jI
<i
and I>i |⌣
þ
A
a¯i≤jI
<i
, we have a¯i≤j |⌣
þ
A
I 6=i.
Therefore, sine a¯ij |⌣
þ
A
a¯i<j , we get a¯
i
j |⌣
þ
A
a¯i<jI
6=i
, as required. 
Lemma 2.5. Let {a¯i : i < n} be a set of tuples and let {Ii : i < n} be sequenes suh that
• For eah i < n the sequene Ii is AI<ia>i-indisernible.
• Ii starts with a¯i.
Then there exist sequenes {J i : i < n} suh that
• For eah i < n the sequene J i is AJ 6=i-indisernible.
• Ii ≡Aai J
i
. So in partiular, J i starts with a¯i.
Moreover, if Ii are þ-Morley sequenes over AI<ia>i based on A, then we an make J i Morley
over AI 6=i based on A.
Proof. Exatly the same onstrution is used to prove both parts of the Lemma. To avoid being
repetitive, we will prove the moreover part. The proof of the rst part is the same, exept
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that without the extra assumptions we annot get the stronger onlusion. So assume the Ii's
is a þ-Morley sequene over AI<ia>i based on A.
We need to make sure that Ii an be made indisernible over AI 6=i and not only over AI<ia>i.
So assume that len(Ii) = µi = µ(
∑
µ<i + |A| + |T |) as in Fat 1.13. We will make our way
bakwards, that is, by downward indution on i, starting with i = n.
Assume that for ℓ > i we have Iℓ are þ-Morley ω-sequenes over AI 6=ℓ based on A, whereas
for ℓ ≤ i we still have Iℓ of length µℓ whih are þ-Morley sequenes over AI
<ℓa¯>ℓ based on A,
non-þ-forking over AI 6=ℓ (we have the last assumption by Observation 2.4).
By Fat 1.13 we an nd J i whih is an indisernible ω-sequene over AI 6=i suh that every
n-type of J i over AI 6=i appears in Ii. So in partiular J i has the same type over AI<ia¯>i as
Ii. Moreover, sine þ-forking has nite harater, J i is non-þ-forking over AI 6=i.
Notie that given a nite tuple b¯ in J i the question of whether for some α¯ = α1 < . . . < αk < ω
and β¯ = β1 < . . . < βk < ω we have a¯
ℓ
α¯ ≡b¯I 6=ℓ,i a¯
ℓ
β¯
amounts to the same question over some b¯′ in
Ii. Sine these were indisernible, we get that for any ℓ > i the sequene Iℓ is still indisernible
over AI 6=ℓ,iJ i. Using a similar argument one an also make sure that for ℓ 6= i we still have that
Iℓ is a non-þ-forking sequene over AI 6=ℓ,iJ i.
So the J i satises all the requirements, exept for the fat that we need the rst element of
it to be a¯i. Note, though, that the rst element of J i has the same type over I<ia¯>i as a¯i. So
applying an automorphism over I<ia¯>i, we obtain a new J i that starts with a¯i and new Iℓ for
ℓ > i whih satisfy all the required properties, ompleting the proof of the indutive step.

Lemma 2.6. Let {a¯i : i < n} be a set of tuples whih is þ-independent over a set A. Then there
exist sequenes {Ii : i < n} suh that
• For eah i < n the sequene Ii is a þ-Morley sequene over AI 6=i based on A. So Ii is
AI 6=i-indisernible and Ii |⌣
þ
A
I 6=i.
• Ii starts with a¯i.
Proof. We onstrut sequenes Ii suh that Ii is a þ-Morley sequene over AI<ia¯>i based on
A. By Lemma 2.5, this is enough in order to obtain the desired onlusion. The onstrution is
by indution on i < n.
The ase i = 0 follows from Fat 1.5.
So let i > 0, and assume that I<i already exist. Note that I0 |⌣
þ
A
a¯>0, I1 |⌣
þ
A
I0a¯>1 hene
I0I1 |⌣
þ
A
a>1. Continuing like this we see that I<i |⌣
þ
A
a¯≥i. By symmetry and transitivity
a¯i |⌣
þ
A
I<ia¯>i, and we an apply Fat 1.5 again.

We are now able to prove that strong dependene implies boundedness (by ω) of cc-strong
dividing patterns and of þ-weight.
Proposition 2.7. If a type p admits a n-cc-strong-dividing witness then dp− rk(p) ≥ n.
Proof. Let 〈ψi(x, a¯
i)〉i<n and a set A witness n-cc-strong dividing, that is,
∧
i ψi(x, a¯
i) is on-
sistent with p, ψi(x, a¯
i) strongly divides over A and a¯i |⌣
þ
A
〈a¯j〉j 6=i for all i.
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By the denition of strong dividing a¯i 6∈ acl(A). Sine {a¯i : i < n} is þ-independent, we an
build as in Lemma 2.6 sequenes Ii = 〈a¯ij : j < ω〉 suh that:
• Ii is a þ-Morley sequene over AI 6=i based on A.
• a¯i0 = a¯
i
.
For eah i < n and k < ω denote ψki (x) = ψ
k
i (x, a¯
i
<k) =
∧
j<k ψi(x, a¯
i
j). Note that sine
ψi(x, a¯
i
0) strongly divides over A, for some k < ω the formula ψ
k
i (x) is inonsistent.
So we learly have a þ-dividing pattern (see Denition 1.7) for p of depth n; applying Lemma
1.12(ii), we are done.

Theorem 2.8. If T is strongly dependent (and rosy) then every (nitary) type has rudimentarily
nite þ-weight. If T is dp-minimal then every 1-type has þ-weight 1.
Moreover, the onlusion is true if we just assume that T is strong and rosy.
Proof. This now follows easily from Remark 2.2, Fat 2.3 and Proposition 2.7.
For the moreover part note that Lemma 2.6 only assumes rosiness, and in Proposition 2.7
we show, in fat, existene of a dividing pattern. 
The rest of the setion will be devoted to show the equivalene between rudimentarily nite
þ-weight and nite þ-weight.
2.2. Basi properties. Here we list the basi properties of þ-weight. Some of the results and
the proofs in this subsetion are very similar, and sometimes ompletely analogous to the results
in simple theories (see setion 5.2 of [14℄).
Lemma 2.9. The following hold.
(i) If a |⌣
þ
A
b then wtþ(a/A) = wtþ(a/Ab).
(ii) wtþ(ab/A) ≤ wtþ(a/A) + wtþ(b/A). Equality holds whenever a |⌣
þ
A
b.
Proof. The proofs are the same as proofs of Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 in [14℄, replaing instanes
of forking for þ-forking. 
The following is very easy:
Observation 2.10. Suppose that a is þ-dominated by b over a set A, and A′ ⊇ A is suh that
a |⌣
þ
A
A′, b |⌣
þ
A
A′. Then a is þ-dominated by b over A′.
Observation 2.11. Suppose a⊳þA b. Then wt
þ(a/A) ≤ wtþ(b/A).
Proof. Assume that wtþ(a/A) ≥ n. Then there are A′, {ci : i < n} witnessing this; that is,
a |⌣
þ
A
A′, {ci : i < n} is an A
′
-þ-independent set, and a 6 |⌣
þ
A
ci for all i. Let b
′ ≡Aa b be suh
that b′ |⌣
þ
Aa
A′. So ab′ |⌣
þ
A
A′, hene by the previous Observation a is dominated by b′ over A′.
So b′ |⌣
þ
A′
ci for all i. In partiular, wt
þ(b/A) ≥ wtþ(b′/A′) ≥ n, as required. 
Observation 2.12.
• If p, q ∈ S(A) are not þ-weakly orthogonal and pwtþ(q) = 1, then p dominates q over A.
• The relation p 6⊥A q is an equivalene relation on types over A of þ-pre-weight 1.
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Proof. Easy (see 5.2.11 and 5.2.12 in [14℄). 
The following two lemmas are easy but very useful.
Lemma 2.13. Assume b ⊳þA a. Then there exists B ontaining A suh that a |⌣AB (hene
b |⌣AB) suh that ab⊳
þ
B a.
Proof. We try to hoose by indution on α < |T |+ an inreasing and ontinuous sequene of
sets Aα suh that A0 = A and for all α we have:
• ab 6 |⌣
þ
Aα
Aα+1
• a |⌣
þ
Aα
Aα+1 (hene b |⌣
þ
Aα
Aα+1)
By loal harater of þ-independene, there is α < |T |+ suh that it is impossible to hoose
Aα+1. Denote B = Aα. It is easy to see that the all the requirements are satised. 
Lemma 2.14. Assume that ab⊳þA a, a 6 |⌣
þ
A
c, b |⌣
þ
A
c and wtþ(tp(c/A)) = 1. Then bc⊳þA a.
Proof. Assume a |⌣
þ
A′
d. Sine ab ⊳þA a, we have ab |⌣
þ
A
d, hene a |⌣
þ
Ab
d. Let A′ = Ab. Then
c |⌣
þ
A
A′ and c 6 |⌣
þ
A′
a (otherwise, by transitivity c |⌣
þ
A
ab). Sine wtþ(c/A) = 1, learly c |⌣
þ
A′
d
(otherwise, remembering that a |⌣
þ
A′
d, we would get that a, d witness pwtþ(c/A′) ≥ 2). Hene
bc |⌣
þ
A
d, as required. 
Observation 2.15. Let p ∈ S(B) and a,B, b1, . . . , bn witness pwt
þ(p) = n Then a⊳þB b1 . . . bn.
Proof. Assume c 6 |⌣
þ
B
a and c |⌣
þ
B
b1 . . . bn. Then the set {c, b1, . . . , bn} is B-þ-independent, and
it witnesses pwtþ(a/B) ≥ n+ 1, a ontradition. 
2.3. From rudimentarily nite to nite. We will now prove that if a type has rudimentarily
nite þ-weight, it has nite þ-weight. As with stable theories, in order to show this we found
it neessary to prove the very interesting fat that a type of (rudimentarily) nite þ-weight is
þ-equidominant with a nite free produt of þ-weight 1 types.
A good start would be showing that every type of rudimentarily nite weight is related
(in terms of non-þ-orthogonality) to þ-weight-1 types. The following two lemmas generalize
Hyttinen's results from [4℄ on types in a stable theory, and we adapt his tehnique to the rosy
ontext.
Lemma 2.16. Let p ∈ S(A), and assume that
(i) a,A′, {b1, . . . , bn} witness wt
þ(p) ≥ n. That is, a |⌣
þ
A
A′, {b1, . . . , bn} are þ-independent
over A′ and a 6 |⌣
þ
A′
bi for all i.
(ii) There is no C extending A′ suh that the following three onditions hold:
(a) a |⌣
þ
A′
C
(b) b1b2 . . . bn−1 |⌣
þ
A′
Cbn
() bn 6 |⌣
þ
A′
C.
Then
(1) Whenever a |⌣
þ
A′
c and a |⌣
þ
A′bn
c, we have bn |⌣
þ
A′
c.
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(2) If, furthermore, wtþ(tp(bn/A
′)) > 1, then there are B and b′n, b
′
n+1 suh that
a,B, {b1, . . . , bn−1, b
′
n, b
′
n+1} witness wt
þ(p) ≥ n+ 1.
Proof.
(1) Assume bn 6 |⌣
þ
A′
c but a |⌣
þ
A′
c and a |⌣
þ
A′bn
c. Without loss of generality
c |⌣
þ
A′bna
b1 . . . bn−1, hene c |⌣
þ
A′bn
b1 . . . bn−1. Let C = A
′c. It is easy to see that
(a),(b),() above hold for C (e.g. (b) holds by symmetry and transitivity), ontradit-
ing assumption (ii) of the Lemma.
(2) Assume wtþ(tp(bn/A
′)) > 1. This means that there are B ⊇ A′ and c, d suh that
 bn |⌣
þ
A′
B
 c |⌣
þ
B
d
 bn 6 |⌣
þ
B
c and bn 6 |⌣
þ
B
d
Without loss of generality ab1 . . . bn−1 |⌣
þ
A′bn
Bcd. It is easy to see that the assumptions
of the Lemma still hold after replaing A′ with B. So part (1) holds as well. In
partiular, sine bn 6 |⌣
þ
B
c and bn 6 |⌣
þ
B
d, whereas a |⌣
þ
Bbn
c and a |⌣
þ
Bbn
d, so a 6 |⌣
þ
B
c and
a 6 |⌣
þ
B
d. Choosing b′n = c, b
′
n+1 = d, we are done.

Lemma 2.17. Let p ∈ S(A) be a type of rudimentarily nite þ-weight. Then p is non-þ-
orthogonal to a type of þ-weight 1.
Moreover, suppose that a |= p,B = {bi : i < m}, d are suh that a,A, {bi : i < m}∪{d} witness
wtþ(p) ≥ m+ 1. Then there exist D ⊇ A and d′ suh that
• wtþ(d′/A′) = 1
• a,D, {bi : i < m} ∪ {d
′} witness wtþ(p) ≥ m+ 1.
Proof. By onsidering a non-þ-forking extension it is lear that the Lemma follows from the
moreover part.
We will prove that if the onlusion fails we an witness that p has rudimentary innite
þ-weight, thus ontraditing the hypothesis of the Lemma.
Assume towards a ontradition that the onlusion fails and onstrut by indution on n ≥ m
sets An , Bn and tuples dn suh that
• Bn = {bi : i < n}, so |Bn| = n
• Am = A, Bm = B, dm = d
• The sequenes 〈An : n < ω〉 and 〈Bn : n < ω〉 are inreasing
• a,An, Bn = {bi : i < n} ∪ {dn} witness wt
þ(p) ≥ n+ 1.
The ase n = m is given, so suppose we have An, Bn and dn as above.
By loal harater of þ-independene, we an replae A by A′ satisfying the assumptions of
Lemma 2.16 with bn there replaed by our d: if given some A
′
there exists a C as in (ii) of
Lemma 2.16 above, it satises all the requirements of A′ in (i), so we an replae A′ with C and
ontinue; loal harater of þ-forking and the fat that d 6 |⌣
þ
A′
C guaranties that the proess will
eventually stop. So by Lemma 2.16 (and the assumption towards ontradition), we an split d
into two elements bn and dn+1, that is, nd An+1, bn, dn+1 suh that a,An+1, {bi : i < n}∪{dn+1}
witness wtþ(p) ≥ n+ 1, as required.
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Let Aω =
⋃
n<ω An, Bω =
⋃
n<ω Bn. Clearly, Bω is an innite witness for wt
þ(p) ≥ ℵ0,
ontraditing p having rudimentarily nite weight.
Sine this onstrution ontradits our hypothesis, we know that for some n we have
wtþ(dn/An) = 1. But then D = An, d
′ = dn satisfy the onditions required in the onlu-
sion of the Lemma. 
We are nally ready to prove that a type of rudimentarily nite þ-weight has nite þ-weight.
The proof will be based on Observation 2.18, but rst we make the following (temporary)
denition.
Denition 2.4. Let p = tp(a/A) be any type.
We will say that a witness a,A, {bi : i < m} is a nie witness of wt
þ(p) ≥ m if ab0 . . . bm−1⊳Aa
and wtþ(bi/A) = 1 for all i.
We will say that a witness a,A, {bi : i < m} of wt
þ(p) ≥ m to wtþ(p) > m is ontained in a
witness a,A′, {bi : i < n} of wt
þ(p) ≥ n if A ⊂ A′ and m ≤ n. We say that the rst witness if
properly ontained in the seond one if m < n.
We will say that a (nie) witness is maximal if it is not properly ontained in any other (nie)
witness.
Observation 2.18. Let p = tp(a/A) be a type of rudimentarily nite weight.
Then every witness a,A, {bi : i < m} of wt
þ(p) ≥ m is ontained in a maximal witness
a,A′, {bi : i < n}.
Even more, every nie witness a,A, {bi : i < m} of wt
þ(p) ≥ m is ontained in a witness
a,A′, {bi : i < n} to wt
þ(p) ≥ n whih is maximal among all nie witnesses.
Proof. The proof is preisely the same as the proof of Lemma 2.17 above:
If there is no maximal witness, then we an onstrut by indution on n < ω inreasing
witnesses An, Bn = {Bi : i < n}; taking the unions of these sets, get a ontradition. 
Notie that, a priori, this does not mean, that every suh maximal witness has the same
size, or that there are no dierent suh witnesses of nite unbounded ardinalities so that the
þ-weight of p ould still be innite.
The proof of the following lemma shows that the size of any nie maximal witness (in partiular
with wtþ(bi) = 1) is the same nite number n, whih must a posteriori be equal to wt
þ(p); that
every type of rudimentary nite weight has nite weight follows as an easy orollary.
Lemma 2.19. Let p be a type of rudimentarily nite þ-weight. Then any maximal nie witness
a,A′, {bi : i < m} of wt
þ(p) ≥ m satises a ⊲⊳þA′ b0 . . . bn−1.
Proof. Let a,A′ and b0 . . . bn−1 be as in the statement of the lemma. It is learly enough to
make sure that a⊳þA′ b0 . . . bn−1.
So suppose a 6 |⌣
þ
A′
c but b0 . . . bn−1 |⌣
þ
A′
c. Then by denition a,A′, B ∪ {c} witness wtþ(p) ≥
n + 1. By Lemma 2.17 there are D, c′ suh that a,D,B ∪ {c′} witness wtþ(p) ≥ n + 1
and wtþ(c′/D) = 1. By Lemma 2.14, b0 . . . bn−1c
′ ⊳
þ
A′ a. By Lemma 2.13 we may assume
ab0 . . . bn−1c
′ ⊳
þ
A′ a. So a,A
′, b0 . . . bn−1c
′
is a nie witness of wtþ(p) ≥ n + 1, ontraditing the
maximality of a,A′, b0 . . . bn−1. 
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The following easy observation shows that nie witnesses exist.
Observation 2.20. Let p = tp(a/A) a nonalgebrai type of rudimentarily nite weight. Then
there exists a nie witness of wtþ(p) ≥ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.17 we an nd b, wtþ(b/A′) = 1 where A′ is the domain over whih a 6 |⌣
þ
A′
b.
Sine wtþ(b/A′) = 1 and a 6 |⌣
þ
A′
b, Observation 2.12 implies that b⊳þA a. Finally, we an assume
ab⊳þA′ a by Lemma 2.13, whih nishes the proof. 
We have nally reahed our goal.
Theorem 2.21. Let p ∈ S(A) be a nonalgebrai type of rudimentarily nite þ-weight. Then
wtþ(p) < ℵ0 and p is þ-equidominant with a nite free produt of þ-weight-1 types.
More preisely, there exist a,A′, {bi : i < n} suh that
• a,A′, {bi : i < n} witness that wt
þ(p) ≥ n
• wtþ(bi/A
′) = 1 for all i
• a ⊲⊳þA′ b0 . . . bn−1.
Proof. Let a,A′, B = {bi : i < n} be suh that
(i) a,A′, {bi : i < n} witness that wt
þ(p) ≥ n
(ii) wtþ(bi/A
′) = 1 for all i
(iii) aB ⊳þA′ a
(iv) {bi : i < n} is maximal satisfying (i),(ii) and (iii). In other words, if there are A
′′ ⊇ A′,
B′′ ⊇ B satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii), then B′′ = B.
In other words, a,A′, B is a maximal nie witness for wtþ(p) ≥ n. It is easy to see that suh
A′, B exist: Observation 2.20 gives us a nonempty B0 satisfying (i),(ii) and (iii). Sine p has
rudimentary nite weight, by Observation 2.18 we know that B0 is ontained in a maximal B,
as required in (i)  (iv) above.
By Lemma 2.19, a ⊲⊳þA′ b0 . . . bn−1. By Lemma 2.9 and Observation 2.11 it follows that p has
nite weight n. 
Reading arefully the proof of the Theorem, we obtain the following more preise statement.
Corollary 2.22. Let p be a type of rudimentarily nite þ-weight. Then wtþ(p) = n for some
n < ω, and any maximal nie witness a,A′, {bi : i < m} of wt
þ(p) ≥ m satises m = n and
a ⊲⊳þA′ b0 . . . bn−1.
Corollary 2.23. In a strongly dependent (and even strong) rosy theory, every type has nite
þ-weight.
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.21. 
2.4. þ-regular types. We will nish this setion by understanding some impliations of the
above results to þ-regular types. The denition is the analogue of the denition of regular types
in the stable and simple ontext.
Denition 2.5. A type r(x) over A is þ-regular if for any B ⊃ A then given any þ-forking
extension q(x) of r(x) and a non-þ-forking extension p(x) of r(x) if r, q are over B then q(x) is
weakly þ-orthogonal to r(x).
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The following desired property of þ-regular types follows as an easy orollary of the denition
of þ-regularity and the results we have so far in this setion.
Corollary 2.24. A þ-regular type of nite þ-weight has þ-weight 1.
Proof. Suppose not, and let p ∈ S(A) be a þ-regular type of þ-weight at least 2. Without loss of
generality (sine a non-þ-forking extension of a þ-regular type is þ-regular), there exists a witness
a, {b1, b2} for pwt
þ(p) ≥ 2. Moreover, by Lemma 2.17 we may assume that wtþ(tp(b1/A)) =
wtþ(tp(b2/A)) = 1.
Let a′ be suh that tp(a′/Ab1) = tp(a/Ab1), a
′ |⌣
þ
Ab1
b2. Then learly a
′ |⌣
þ
A
b2 (as b1, b2 are
independent over A).
Now notie:
• a |⌣
þ
Ab2
a′: The type p is þ-regular, so tp(a/Ab2) and tp(a
′/Ab2) are weakly þ-
orthogonal.
• b1 6 |⌣
þ
Ab2
a: We know b1 |⌣
þ
A
b2 and b1 6 |⌣
þ
A
a.
• b1 6 |⌣
þ
Ab2
a′: This follows from a′ ≡Ab1 a (so a
′ 6 |⌣
þ
A
b1), and b1 |⌣
þ
A
b2.
So we have a witness for wtþ(tp(b1/Ab2) ≥ 2, but this type is a non-þ-forking extension of
tp(b1/A), a ontradition. 
We will onlude by pointing out the following unsurprising but important property of a
regular type:
Observation 2.25. Let p ∈ S(A) be a þ-regular type. Dene (as usual) for a tuple c¯ of
realizations of p
clp(c¯) = {a |= p : a
þ
6 |⌣
A
c¯}
Then (pC, clp) is a pregeometry.
Proof. The proof is quite easy and it is the same as the standard proof of the analogue result
for (forking) regular types. 
Remark 2.26. We should mention that the onverse of Observation 2.25 is true assuming stability
of p(x) (see [6℄ for a denition). In the general rosy ontext, however, we have been unable
to either prove it or show a ounterexample.
3. Super-rosy theories and types of finite U
þ
-rank
3.1. Exhange and deomposition in types of nite weight. The goal of this setion is
proving that under reasonable assumptions, any type an be deomposed into a nite produt
of geometri types. Reall that in Theorem 2.21 we in partiular proved the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let p ∈ S(A) be suh that wtþ(p) = n. Then there exists a set B, A ⊆ B, and
b1, . . . , bn þ-independent over B suh that p ⋊⋉ tp(b1 . . . bn/B) and wt
þ(bi/B) = 1.
We will improve this statement by replaing þ-weight-1 types in the onlusion by regular (in
the super-rosy ontext) and þ-minimal (in the nite rank ontext) types.
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Lemma 3.2 (Exhange Lemma). Let a, b1, . . . , bn be a þ-weight 1 witness of wt
þ(tp(a/A)) = n.
Let q be a type with dom(q) ⊃ A suh that q is not þ-orthogonal to tp(bn/A) and wt
þ(q) = 1.
Then there is some b |= q and some B suh that a,B, 〈b1, . . . , bn−1, b〉 witness tp(a/A) has
þ-weight n.
Moreover, if a ⊲⊳þA b1 . . . bn, then we an nd B suh that both a ⊲⊳
þ
B b1 . . . bn−1bn and a ⊲⊳
þ
B
b1 . . . bn−1b.
Proof. Let b′ |= q, B′ be suh that bn |⌣
þ
A
B′, b′ |⌣
þ
A
B′ and b′ 6 |⌣
þ
B′
bn (suh b
′
and B′ exist as
tp(bn/A) and q are not þ-orthogonal).
Without loss of generality Bb |⌣
þ
Abn
ab1 . . . bn−1. In partiular, ab1 . . . bn |⌣
þ
A
B and
b1 . . . bn−1 |⌣
þ
B
bnb, and so the set {b, b1, . . . , bn−1} is independent over B.
Now if a |⌣
þ
B
b, then a, b witness wtþ(tp(bn/B)) ≥ 2 whih ontradits our assumptions (via
Lemma 2.9). So a 6 |⌣
þ
B
b and by the denition a,B, 〈b1, . . . , bn−1, b〉 witnesses tp(a/A) has þ-
weight n.
For the moreover part, assume that a ⊲⊳þA b1 . . . bn. Reall that by Observations 2.13 and
2.10 we may assume ab1 . . . bn ⊳
þ
A a (that is, rst replae A with some A
′
suh that a |⌣
þ
A
A′,
b1 . . . bn |⌣
þ
A
A′, and ab1 . . . bn ⊳
þ
A′ a, and then nd B), hene (by 2.10 again) ab1 . . . bn ⊳
þ
B a.
By Lemma 2.14, b1 . . . bn−1b⊳
þ
B a. Finally by Observation 2.15 we have b1 . . . bn−1bn ⊲⊳
þ
B a and
b1 . . . bn−1b ⊲⊳
þ
B a, as required. 
3.2. þ-regularity and deomposition in the super-rosy ase. As in the super-stable ase,
we rst prove the existene of many þ-regular types in a super-rosy theory, whih makes the
theory of þ-regular types relevant. We will also point out that all super-rosy types in a rosy
theory have nite þ-weight (hene the results of the previous setion apply in the super-rosy
ontext).
Proposition 3.3. Let T be super-rosy. Then every type p with domain A is non-þ-orthogonal
to a þ-regular type q with domain B ⊃ A.
Proof. The proof is a variation of the proof of Proposition 5.1.11 in [14℄.
Let P be the set of types r suh that dom(r) = B ⊃ A and r is not weakly þ-orthogonal to
p and let q be a type in P of minimal Uþ-rank. Let a′, b be realizations of p, q respetively suh
that a′ |⌣
þ
A
B and a′ 6 |⌣
þ
B
b.
Suppose q is not þ-regular so there is some c′, b′, C ′ suh that c′, b′ |= q, b′ |⌣
þ
B
C ′, c′ 6 |⌣
þ
B
C ′
and b′ 6 |⌣
þ
C′
c′.
Sine tp(b′/B) = tp(b/B) = q there is an automorphism xing B and sending c′, b′, C ′ to
elements c, b, C and let a |= p realize a non-þ-forking extension of tp(a′/bB) to bBC. So
a |⌣
þ
bB
C and, sine b |⌣
þ
B
C, we have by transitivity that ab |⌣
þ
B
C whih implies that a |⌣
þ
B
C;
it follows that a |⌣
þ
A
C (reall that a′ |⌣
þ
A
B and tp(a/B) = tp(a′/B)).
Notie also that a 6 |⌣
þ
C
b (as a 6 |⌣
þ
B
b and a |⌣
þ
B
C).
So we have a |⌣
þ
A
C, a 6 |⌣
þ
C
b, b |⌣
þ
B
C, c 6 |⌣
þ
B
C and b 6 |⌣
þ
C
c. In partiular
U
þ(tp(c/C)) < Uþ(tp(c/B)) = Uþ(tp(b/B))
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and
U
þ(tp(b/Cc)) < Uþ(tp(b/C)) = Uþ(tp(b/B));
by minimality of U
þ(tp(b/B)) (among all types in P) we have that tp(c/C) and tp(b/Cc) are not
in P; so in partiular a |⌣
þ
C
c and a |⌣
þ
Cc
b. By transitivity a |⌣
þ
C
bc and a |⌣
þ
C
b a ontradition.

Proposition 3.4. Let p(x) be a type suh that
U
þ(p) =
k∑
i=1
ωαini.
Then p has þ-weight at most
∑k
i=1 ni.
Proof. This is word by word the same proof as Theorem 5.2.5 in [14℄ using the þ-forking version
of Lasar's inequalities (Fat 1.3). 
As an easy orollary we obtain the following theorem whih strengthens Theorem 3.1 in the
super-rosy ontext.
Theorem 3.5. The following hold.
• Any super-rosy type has nite þ-weight.
• Let T be super-rosy, p ∈ S(A). Then wtþ(p) = n for some n < ω and there exists a
set B, A ⊆ B, and b1, . . . , bn þ-independent over B suh that p ⋊⋉ tp(b1 . . . bn/B) and
tp(bi/B) are þ-regular.
Proof. The rst item follows immediately from Proposition 3.4.
To prove the seond item, notie rst that wtþ(p) is nite by Proposition 3.4. Now apply
Theorem 3.1 ombined with existene of þ-regular types (Proposition 3.3) and the Exhange
Lemma (Lemma 3.2), realling that by Corollary 2.24 þ-regular types have þ-weight 1. 
3.3. Types of nite U
þ
-rank. The following proposition is a remarkably interesting result
with many onsequenes in theories of nite U
þ
-rank.
Proposition 3.6. The following hold.
• Let p(x) = tp(b/A) be any type suh that Uþ(p) = α + 1. Then there are tuples a, e
suh that U
þ(tp(b/Aa)) = α, b |⌣
þ
A
e, b |⌣
þ
Aa
e, tp(b/Aa) strongly divides over Ae and
U
þ(tp(a/Ae)) = 1.
• If p(x) = tp(b/A) is any type of þ-rank α + 1 then there is a non-þ-forking extension
tp(b/Ae) of p and a tuple a ∈ acl(Abe) suh that tp(a/Ae) is minimal.
Proof. The seond item follows immediately from the rst one. To prove the rst item, notie
that we an hoose a so that p(x, a) is a þ-dividing extension of p(x) and Uþ(tp(b/Aa)) = α.
By Observation 1.4(ii) there is some e suh that b |⌣
þ
Aa
e and tp(b/Aae) strongly divides over
Ae so a ∈ acl(Abe). Note that
α = Uþ(tp(b/Aa)) = Uþ(tp(b/Aae)) < Uþ(tp(b/Ae)) ≤ Uþ(tp(b/A)) = α+ 1
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hene U
þ(tp(b/Ae)) = Uþ(tp(b/A)) = α+ 1; in partiular, b |⌣
þ
A
e. By Lasar's inequalities we
know that
U
þ(tp(ba/Ae)) = Uþ(tp(b/Ae)) +Uþ(tp(a/Abe)) = α+ 1 + 0 = α+ 1
and
U
þ(b/Aae) +Uþ(tp(a/Ae)) ≤ Uþ(tp(ba/Ae)) ≤ Uþ(b/Aae) ⊕Uþ(tp(a/Ae)).
So
α+Uþ(tp(a/Ae)) ≤ α+ 1 ≤ α⊕Uþ(tp(a/Ae)).
and the result follows. 
Notie that Proposition 3.6 provides the indutive step, in theories of nite U
þ
-rank, for any
property whih is losed under non-þ-forking restritions and oordinatized types (in the sense
that if a type p is oordinatized by types having the property, then p must have the property).
This has nie onsequenes (it was strongly used, for example, in [3℄). Some of the more diret
onsequenes inlude the following.
Corollary 3.7. Let p(x) be any type of nite Uþ-rank. Then p(x) is non-þ-orthogonal to a
þ-minimal type.
Proof. By Proposition 3.6 given p(x) = tp(b/A) of nite Uþ-rank, there is a non-þ-forking
extension tp(b/Ae) and an element a ∈ acl(Abe) suh that tp(a/Ae) is þ-minimal. Clearly
tp(b/Ae) and tp(a/Ae) are non-þ-weakly orthogonal. 
Corollary 3.8. Let p ∈ S(A) be a type of nite Uþ rank. Then wtþ(p) = n for some nite n
and there is a set B, A ⊆ B, and b1, . . . , bn independent over B suh that p ⋊⋉ tp(b1 . . . bn/B)
and U
þ(tp(bi/B)) = 1.
Proof. The fat that a type of nite U
þ
-rank has nite þ-weight follows from Proposition 3.4.
The rest of the assertions follow from Theorem 3.1 using the Exhange Lemma and Corollary
3.7. 
We will onlude this setion by making some remarks about Proposition 3.6.
At rst glane, it would appear that one ould oordinatize a non-þ-forking extension of any
type of nite U
þ
-rank by repeatedly applying the Proposition. However, this would prove a
oordinatization theorem in the stable ase, whih is known not to be true, as the following
example shows.
Example 3.9. Let L := {L,E} be suh that L is a ternary relation and E a binary relation
and let T be the theory that states that E is an equivalene relation with innitely many innite
lasses and suh that L denes an ane spae on eah E-lass (so L(x, y, z) ⇒ E(x, y) ∧
E(x, z) ∧ E(y, z)). A natural model M of this theory is a sheaf of ane planes indexed by a
line, where E(x, y) if and only if x and y are in the same plane and L(x, y, z) happens whenever
x, y, z are ollinear points in the same E-lass.
Let g be ∅-generi E-lass inM and a and g-generi point in g. The onlusion of Proposition
3.6 applied to the type tp(a/g) an be seen in the following way: Let b be any point in g suh
that a |⌣
þ
g
b and let l be the line through a and b (so that l := {x | L(x, a, b)}). Then tp(a/gb) is
a non-forking extension of tp(a/g), L ∈ acl(ab) and tp(l/ge) is a þ-minimal type.
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Going bak to oordinatization, if we try to oordinatize tp(a/∅) the rst step is tp(a/g) and
tp(g/∅). The next step, however, would be to oordinatize the non-þ-forking extension tp(a/gb)
of tp(a/g). But b 6 |⌣
þ
∅
a (and the reader an hek that this is true for every possible b we an
hoose) so this does not help at all in trying to oordinatize tp(a/∅), nor any non-þ-forking
extension of it. In fat, it is not hard to hek that tp(a/∅) annot be oordinatized in terms of
þ-minimal types.
The example above shows a stable (even super-stable) example where no oordinatization
is possible, and it shows the limitations of Proposition 3.6 to get a full oordinatization for
super-rosy theories. The main issue there is that we have no ontrol over the parameter e we
need to get from þ-dividing to strong dividing. In the ane spae, for example, this e annot
be overlooked nor an we have any ontrol as to where it omes from.
This has two main onsequenes. On the one hand, one we try to use Proposition 3.6
indutively and oordinatize tp(b/Aae) then the f we need an be taken to be suh that b |⌣
þ
Aa
f
but there is no hope that we an nd it suh that b |⌣
þ
A
f . The seond onsequene is that we
an only oordinatize a non-þ-forking extension of types of rank α + i in types of rank α and
rank i when i = 1, but we annot do the same for i > 1 without further assumptions.
It seems that this lak of ontrol over the hoie of e ould be somewhat solved if we had extra
assumptions (denable hoie seems to be the right notion), but even this assumption seems to
not be enough to get any oordinatization-like result beyond possibly the nite U
þ
-rank ase.
However, oordinatization is suh a useful tool, and the onnetions with denable hoie are
so unlear, that even results assuming nite U
þ
-rank would be quite interesting.
4. Indisernibles in dependent theories, strong dependene and weight.
Theorem 2.8 states that if a rosy theory is strongly dependent then every type has rudimentary
nite (and hene nite) þ-weight. It is natural to ask whether an analogous notion of weight
exists in a general setting (for example, an arbitrary dependent theory). It has been established
that non-forking plays an important role in the study of dependent theories. One might wonder,
therefore, whether there a notion of weight based on non-forking whih behaves well in dependent
theories. One desired property of suh a notion would be: T is strongly dependent if and only
if every type has rudimentarily nite (and possibly nite) weight.
A possible notion of weight satisfying the property mentioned above was studied by the
authors in [8℄. One drawbak of that notion is that it measures weight of a type with respet
to Morley sequenes (and not elements). Although by [12℄ we know that a Morley sequene is
preisely what is needed in a dependent theory in order to determine a global invariant type (so
the denitions in [8℄ are quite natural), we were (and still are) urious whether the denition of
weight using Morley sequenes is equivalent to the lassial notion.
The answers to these questions are still unlear and they have motivated further researh,
suh as [12℄, [5℄. We have disovered that in order to make sense of a notion of weight based on
non-forking, one needs to understand under whih onditions there exist mutually indisernible
sequenes starting with given elements (and to what extent one an determine the types of
those sequenes). Let us explain more preisely what we mean.
Suppose one dened weight as usual (like in stable theories; that is, take the denitions in
setion 2 and replae þ-forking by forking). Reall that one ingredient of the proof of Theorem
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2.8 was showing that given a þ-independent set of elements (tuples), there exist mutually indis-
ernible sequenes starting with those elements. A natural question whether an analogous result
holds for non-forking is answered positively by Theorem 4.5 below. This is, unfortunately, not
enough in order to prove a result similar to Theorem 2.8: sine we do not have any ontrol over
the types of those Morley sequenes, it is not lear why they should exemplify dividing (reall
that in the ase of þ-forking life was easier, as we ould work with strong dividing, whih is
exemplied by any innite indisernibly sequene in the type). Of ourse, if T were stable (or
even simple), there would be no problem, sine any Morley sequene would exemplify dividing.
The disussion above leads to the following two questions:
Question 4.1. To whih extent an we ontrol the types of the mutually indisernible sequenes
onstruted in Theorem 4.5? More preisely: what must we assume about the set {bi : i < α}
suh that for every indisernible sequenes Ii starting with bi respetively, there are indisernible
sequenes I ′i ≡bi Ii suh that I
′
i is indisernible over I
′
6=i?
Question 4.2. To whih extent do Morley sequenes exemplify dividing in a dependent theory?
It was shown in [11℄ that if the types realized by the bi's in Question 4.1 are generially
stable, then it is enough to assume non-forking independene. This was the main ingredient in
the proof of the main theorem of Setion 8 there: in a strongly dependent theory, every type
has a rudimentarily nite generially stable weight (below we give a muh easier proof of this
result based on Theorem 4.8 - see Theorem 4.12). We ould not establish (and in fat, it is still
open) whether assuming non-forking independene is enough given arbitrary bi with or without
assuming the theory is dependent, but some progress in this diretion has been made, and the
results appear in the seond half of this setion. It has beome lear in subsequent works ([12℄,
[5℄) that Question 4.1 is related to so-alled strit non-forking dened by Shelah in [9℄.
Conerning Question 4.2, we prove that, although it is not the ase that every Morley sequene
exemplies dividing, there normally are suh sequenes. This fat has several onsequenes,
some of whih we investigate.
In this setion we are going to assume that T is dependent unless said otherwise.
We will work with lassial notions of dividing, forking and splitting. We assume that the
reader is familiar with all of these. Reall that a |⌣AB stands for tp(a/AB) does not fork over
A.
.
4.1. Existene of Morley and mutually indisernible sequenes. Let us start with the
following easy lemma.
Lemma 4.1. (No need of dependene).
(i) Assume A ⊆ C and a |⌣A C (that is, tp(a/C) does not fork over A). Then there exists
an C-indisernible sequene I = 〈ai : i < ω〉 with a0 = a. Suh I an be hosen to be a
Morley sequene in tp(a/C) based on A.
(ii) If in addition C ⊆ D, then there is D′ ≡C D suh that I is a Morley sequene in
tp(a/D′) based on A.
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Proof. (i) Let µ be big enough (that is, so that Fat 1.13 an be applied for λ = |C|+|T |).
Using existene of non-forking extensions, we an onstrut a sequene I ′ = 〈a′i : i < µ〉
in tp(a/AC) based on A suh that
• a′i ≡Ca<i aj for every j > i
• a′i |⌣ACa<i;
(note that if e.g. T is dependent and A = bdd(A), we are done, sine this is also a
non-splitting sequene, hene indisernible.)
By Fat 1.13 there is an ω-sequene I = 〈ai : i < ω〉 indisernible over C suh that
every n-type of I over C appears in I ′. In partiular, this sequene is still based on
A beause forking ai 6 |⌣ACa<i is a property of the type tp(a≤i/C). Sine a0 ≡C a
′
i for
some i < µ and a′i ≡C a
′
0 = a, there is σ ∈ Aut(C/C) taking a0 to a; by replaing I
with the image of I under σ, (whih is still a Morley sequene over C based on A) we
may assume a0 = a.
(ii) Sine a |⌣AC, by existene of non-forking extensions there exists a
′ ≡C a suh that
a′ |⌣AD. So there is an automorphism over C taking a
′
to a and D to D′; now apply
lause (i).

Although most properties of non-forking identifying it as an independene relation is stable
or simple theories are generally false in our ontexts, some things an still be said. We will refer
to the fat below as transitivity on the left.
Fat 4.2. Let A,B be sets and assume that I = 〈ai : i < λ〉 is a non-forking sequene based on
A (that is, ai |⌣ABa<i for all i < λ). Then I |⌣AB, that is, tp(I/AB) does not fork over A.
Proof. This is Claim 5.16 in [9℄. 
Corollary 4.3. Let {Ai : i < λ} be a non-forking (independent) set over A, that is, Ai |⌣AA6=i
for all i. Then for every W,U ⊆ λ disjoint we have A∈W |⌣AA∈U .
Proof. Monotoniity and transitivity on the left. 
Observation 4.4. Suppose I is an indisernible sequene over A and B |⌣A I. Then I is
indisernible over AB.
Proof. By Fat 1.7 tp(B/AI) does not split strongly over A. Reall that this implies that for
every a¯1, a¯2 ∈ I whih are on the same A-indisernible sequene we have Ba¯1 ≡A Ba¯2, whih is
preisely what we want. 
We proeed to the main results of this setion. The rst theorem allows us to onstrut
mutually indisernible (Morley) sequenes when started with a non-forking sequene.
Theorem 4.5. Let T be a dependent theory, A a set, and let {ai : i < κ} be a set of tuples
satisfying ai |⌣A a<i. Then there are mutually A-indisernible innite sequenes Ii (that is, Ii
is indisernible over A∪
⋃
{Ij : j 6= i}), eah Ii starts with a
0
i = ai. Moreover, if κ = k is nite,
then Ii |⌣A I<i for all i and for i > 0 we have that Ii is a Morley sequene in tp(ai/Aa<i) based
on A, and if tp(a0/A) does not fork over A, then we an get I0 to be a Morley sequene in
tp(a0/A) over A.
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Proof. Note that by ompatness it is enough to prove the theorem when κ = k < ω; we will
prove this by indution on k. Clearly, there is nothing to prove for k = 1.
So assume 〈ai : i < k + 1〉 are given, ai |⌣A a<i. By the indution hypothesis there are
〈I ′i : i < k〉 mutually indisernible, I
′
i starts with ai, I
′
i is a Morley sequene over I
′
<i based on
A.
By Lemma 4.1 (ii) with D = A ∪
⋃
〈I ′i : i < k〉 and C = Aa<k, there are 〈Ii : i < k + 1〉
satisfying
• 〈Ii : i < k〉 ≡Aa<k 〈I
′
i : i < k〉. So in partiular these are mutually A-indisernible
sequenes starting with ai; all the non-forking requirements are preserved too.
• Ik is a Morley sequene in tp(ak/AI<k) based on A starting with ak. So in partiular
it is indisernible over AI<k.
Now we are going to use that T is dependent. By Fat 4.2 we know that Ik |⌣A I<k, so in
partiular Ik |⌣AI<iIi∈(i,k)
Ii for all i < k. By the indution hypothesis Ii is indisernible over
the base AI<iI∈(i,k). By Observation 4.4 this implies that Ii is indisernible over AI<iI>i, as
required. 
Although we nd the theorem above interesting on its own, it will normally not be enough for
our appliations, sine we will often be interested in starting with given indisernible sequenes
(e.g. exemplifying dividing) and make them mutually indisernible, that is, nd mutually
indisernible sequenes of the same type keeping a part of the original onguration (e.g. the
rst elements). We make several steps in that diretion.
Remark 4.6. The reader should be aware that related results an be found in Shelah [9℄ (e.g.
Claim 5.13). However, we believe that Claim 5.13(1) is wrong as stated there and the assump-
tions of Claim 5.13(2) are too strong for what we are hoping for, so we prefer not to rely on
Shelah's work here.
Lemma 4.7. Let I = 〈ai : i < ω〉 be an indisernible sequene over Ab suh that tp(I/Ab) does
not fork over A. Then there exists a Morley sequene 〈Iα : α < ω〉 over Ab based on A with
I0 = I suh that for every α we have Iα is indisernible over AbI 6=α (here b an be an empty,
nite or innite tuple).
Proof. Let µ be a ardinal. We onstrut by indution on α < µ a sequene Iα suh that
• I0 = I
• Iα ≡Ab I
• Iα |⌣A bI<α
• Ii is indisernible over AbI 6=i for all i ≤ α.
For α = 0 there is nothing to do (note that we are using I |⌣AAb). Assume that we have
I<α as above. Let I
′
α be suh that
• I ′α ≡Ab I
• I ′α |⌣A I<αb
Clearly, we may assume that I ′α is as long as we wish, hene by Fat 1.13 there exists an
ω-sequene Iα whih is indisernible over AI<αb and every n-type of Iα over AI<αb appears
in I ′α. Clearly Iα ≡Ab I. By nite harater of forking Iα |⌣A bI<α. By monotoniity, for every
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β < α we have Iα |⌣AbI<α, 6=β
Iβ. Sine Iβ is indisernible over AbI<α, 6=β, by Observation 4.4, we
have Iβ is indisernible over AbI≤α, 6=β, as required.
So we obtain a sequene 〈Iα : α < µ〉 whih is a non-forking sequene over Ab (based on
A) of mutually indisernible sequenes over A, starting with I0. Choosing µ big enough, using
Fat 1.13 as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we may assume in addition that 〈Iα : α < ω〉 is also
Ab-indisernible, i.e. a Morley sequene over Ab based on A. 
Theorem 4.8. Any instane of dividing over A whih is witnessed by a sequene I suh that
tp(I/A) does not fork over A, an always be witnessed by a Morley sequene.
Moreover, if I := 〈ai〉i∈ω is indisernible over Ab and suh that {ϕ(x, ai)}i∈ω is k-inonsistent
and tp(I/Ab) does not fork over A, then there is a Morley sequene 〈ai〉i∈ω over Ab based on A
suh that a0 = a0 and {ϕ(x, a
i)}i∈ω is inonsistent.
Proof. We prove the moreover part.
Assume that I = 〈ai : i < ω〉 is an Ab-indisernible sequene suh that {ϕ(x, ai) : i < ω} is
k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N. Denote a = a0.
It is learly enough to nd a Morley sequene as in the statement of the theorem suh that
tp(a/Ab) = tp(a0/Ab). So assume towards a ontradition that given any Morley sequene
〈ai : i < ω〉 over Ab based on A with tp(a/A) = tp(a0/A) we have that
∧
i<ω
ϕ(x, ai)
is onsistent.
Let a0i := ai and let I
0 := 〈ai : i < ω〉. By Lemma 4.7 there is a Morley sequene of sequenes
〈Ij : j < ω〉 over Ab based on A suh that Ij is indisernible over AbI 6=j ; let Ij := 〈aji : i < ω〉.
Claim 4.9. Let η : ω → ω be a funtion. Then the sequene 〈aiη(i) : i < ω〉 is a Morley sequene
over Ab based on A.
Proof. It is lear from the onstrution that 〈ai0〉 is a Morley sequene over Ab based on A. But
it follows easily by indution over n (using mutual indisernibility) that
tp
(
a0η(0), a
1
η(1), . . . , a
n
η(n)/Ab
)
= tp
(
a00, a
1
0, . . . , a
n
0/Ab
)

We will now prove that given any funtion η : ω → ω the type
{(
ϕ
(
x, aij
))j=η(i)
: i, j < ω
}
is onsistent, thus ontraditing Observation 1.10.
The proof will again be by indution. Let
pn(x) :=
n∧
i=0
∧
j<ω
(
ϕ
(
x, aij
))j=η(i)
∧
ω∧
i=n+1
ϕ
(
x, aiη(i)
)
;
Sine 〈aiη(i) : i < ω〉 is a Morley sequene for all η, our hypothesis implies that p
−1(x) :=
∧ω
i=n+1 ϕ
(
x, aiη(i)
)
is onsistent.
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Assume that pn is onsistent. Sine In+1 is indisernible over An+1 = AI 6=n+1, and sine
I = I0 witnesses that ϕ(x, a0) divides over A, it follows that ϕ(x, a
n+1
0 ) divides over A
n+1
witnessed by In+1. By Lemma 1.12(i) with pn(x) here standing for p(x) there (and the indution
hypothesis), we have
pn+1(x) :=
n+1∧
i=0
∧
j<ω
(
ϕ
(
x, aij
))j=η(i)
∧
∧
i≥n+2
ϕ
(
x, aiη(i)
)
is onsistent, whih ompletes the indution.
By ompatness {(
ϕ
(
x, aij
))j=η(i)
: i, j < ω
}
is onsistent whih ontradits dependene of T , see Observation 1.10. 
Remark 4.10. Even though one an easily onstrut examples where forking does not satisfy
existene, these are almost always quite artiial. In most of the theories one works with it is
always the ase that tp(a/A) does not fork over A. In suh ases Theorem 4.8 just states that
any instane of dividing an be witnessed with a Morley sequene.
As a onsequene, we obtain the following (quite desirable) property of generially stable
types:
Corollary 4.11. Suppose that ϕ(x, b) divides over a set A as exemplied by an A-indisernible
sequene I with tp(I/A) does not fork over A. Assume furthermore that tp(b/A) is generially
stable. Then any Morley sequene in tp(b/A) exemplies that ϕ(x, b) divides over A.
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 we know that there exists suh a Morley sequene; but by stationarity
of the generially stable type tp(b/A) over acl(A), learly any Morley sequene will work. 
4.2. Strong dependene and nite weight. We will nish this paper by pointing out some
results that follow from strong dependene and the results we have proved so far.
Let us rst reall the lassial onept of weight (we will give the denition without assuming
anything on the theory; of ourse, it does not always give rise to a well-behaved notion).
As we mentioned before, some of the partial results we get arise when we restrit the denition
of weight to ertain kind of types (for example, generially stable ones). All of the denitions
an be given and studied with either forking or þ-forking. However, forking is learly the right
notion for generially stable types (see [11℄) so from now on we will just work with the standard
lassiation theory notions (forking, splitting and dividing).
Denition 4.1.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses pwt(p(x)) ≥ n
( forking pre-weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), 〈bi〉
n
i=1 is A-independent and a 6 |⌣A bi
for all i, j. If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we will say that a, 〈bi〉
n
i=1
witnesses pwt(p(x)) = n and that p has forking pre-weight n.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a,B, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses wt(p(x)) ≥
n ( forking weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), a |⌣AB, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 is B-independent
sequene and a 6 |⌣ bi for all i, j. If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we will
say that a,B, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses wt(p(x)) = n and that p has forking weight n.
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Similar denitions an be given requiring that the types tp(bi/A) above are generially stable
(see Fat 1.8), obtaining generially stable pre-weight and weight of p denoted gstpw(p) and
gstw(p) respetively. See setion 8 of [11℄ for preise denitions.
The following follows easily from the results we have so far.
Theorem 4.12. Assume T is strongly dependent. Then every nitary type over a model (or
just over an extension base) has rudimentary nite generially stable pre-weight.
Proof. This was original proved in setion 8 of [11℄; however, having established Corollary 4.11,
the proof of Theorem 4.12 beomes muh easier than the original one given in [11℄. Indeed, just
like in a stable theory, given an instane of pre-weight k, as exemplied by {bi : i < k} realizing
generially stable types, we an simply onstrut mutually Morley sequenes Ii starting with bi,
whih by stationarity will be mutually indisernible. By Corollary 4.11 they exemplify dividing,
thus form a dividing pattern. 
We would like to generalize Theorem 4.12 to forking weight. For notational simpliity, let
us onentrate on randomness patterns of depth 2 (analogous statements for larger depth will
follow by a simple indution).
The following theorem weakens the assumptions of Theorem 4.12 somewhat, requiring only
one of the types to be generially stable.
Theorem 4.13. Let a, b, c be elements and A be a subset of a model M of a dependent theory T .
If tp(b/A) is generially stable, b |⌣A c, tp(a/Ab) divides over Ac, and tp(a/Ac) divides over Ab,
then there is a randomness pattern of depth 2 for tp(a/A). In partiular, T is not dp-minimal.
Proof. Let a, b, c, A be as in the statement of the theorem. By denition of dividing and Theorem
4.8, for every ardinal µ there is a sequene I := 〈bi : i < µ〉 whih is Morley over Ac and a
formula ϕ(x, y) suh that |= ϕ(a, b0) and {ϕ(x, bi)}i∈ω is k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N.
Sine b0 |⌣A c and tp(b0/A) = tp(bi/A) is generially stable, it follows that tp(b0/Ac) =
tp(bi/Ac) is generially stable for all i. Using transitivity (Corollary 4.13 or Theorem 7.6 in
[11℄), it is easy to prove that 〈bi〉i∈ω is also a Morley sequene over A. So in partiular, by right
transitivity
〈bi〉i∈ω |⌣
A
c
By denition of dividing, there is an Ab0-indisernible sequene J := 〈cj : j < ω〉 and
a formula ψ(x, y) suh that c = c0, |= ψ(a, c0) and {ψ(x, si)}i∈ω is k
′
-inonsistent for some
k′ ∈ N; by taking the maximum, we may assume that k = k′.
By extension, there is some J ′ ≡Ac0 J suh that I |⌣A J
′
. We may assume that I is as long
as we want, so by Fat 1.13 there is an ω-sequene I ′ ≡Ac0 I whih is indisernible over J
′
suh that every n-type of I ′ over AJ ′ appears in I. In partiular, it is still the ase that
I ′ |⌣A J
′
. Moreover, sine I is indisernible over Ac0, we have (denoting I
′ = 〈b′i : i < ω〉)
c0b
′
0 ≡A c0b0 = cb, in partiular, ∃xϕ(x, b
′
0) ∧ ψ(x, c0) is onsistent with tp(a/A), whereas the
formulas ϕ(x, b′0) and ψ(x, c0) divide over Ac0 and Ab
′
0 respetively, exemplied by the sequenes
I ′, J .
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Note that I ′ is indisernible over AJ ′ and by Observation 4.4 (sine I ′ |⌣A J
′
), J ′ is. Lemma
1.12 implies that we obtain a randomness pattern of depth 2 for tp(a/A) as required. 
We will nish this setion by partial results whih do not assume anything on the types.
The following result addresses the question about the possible assumptions on indisernible se-
quenes (e.g., exemplifying dividing and pre-weight k; we onentrate on k = 2) are suient
for ahieving results suh as onstruting a randomness pattern. They are not strit generaliza-
tions of Theorems 4.12 or 4.13 beause we need to inlude requirements on the sequenes, and
not just their rst elements. However, it has the advantage of removing the generi stability
assumptions ompletely.
Proposition 4.14. Let I = 〈ai : i < ω〉, J = 〈bj : j < ω〉 be A-indisernible sequenes suh
that I |⌣A b0 and b0 |⌣A a0. Then there exist I
′, J ′ mutually A-indisernible with I ′ ≡Aa0 I,
J ′ ≡Aa0 J .
Proof. Sine b0 |⌣A a0, there is b
′′
0 |⌣A I satisfying b
′′
0 ≡Aa0 b0. Applying an automorphism over
Aa0 taking b
′′
0 to b0, we obtain a new sequene I
′
with the same type over Aa0 as I; so without
loss of generality I = I ′, and in addition to our assumptions we have b0 |⌣A I, hene I is
Ab0-indisernible.
Sine I |⌣A b0, there is I
′′ ≡Ab0 I satisfying I
′′ |⌣A J . Applying an automorphism taking
the rst element of I ′′ to a0 (xing Ab0), we obtain new sequenes I
′, J ′ starting with a0, b0
respetively, satisfying the same type over A as I, J respetively. So without loss of generality
I = I ′, J = J ′.
Prolonging I and applying Fat 1.13, we get I ′′ indisernible over AJ , similar to I over
AJ ; in partiular, I ′′ is Ab0 - indisernible (and has the same type over Ab0 as I) and I
′′ |⌣A J .
Applying an automorphism σ over Ab0 taking I
′′
onto (an initial segment of) I, we get, denoting
J ′ = σ(J):
• J ′ ≡Ab0 J
• I is indisernible over AJ ′
• I |⌣A J
′
, hene J ′ is indisernible over AI
This nishes the proof. 
The following is easy now:
Corollary 4.15. Let p ∈ S(A), I = 〈ai : i < ω〉, J = 〈bj : j < ω〉 be A-indisernible sequenes
suh that I |⌣A b0 (e.g. I is a Morley sequene over Ab0 based on A) and J |⌣A a0 (or just
b0 |⌣A a0) suh that
• I, J exemplify that ϕ(x, a0), ψ(x, b0) divide over A
• ϕ(x, a0) ∧ ψ(x, b0) is onsistent with p(x)
Then there exists a dividing pattern and a randomness pattern in p. In partiular, p is not
dp-minimal.
The results above seem to suggest that for disussion of weight in dependent theories it is
not enough to look just at the rst elements of the sequenes of a dividing pattern (the usual
notion of forking weight). So let us onlude with the following notion of splitting weight whih
behaves quite niely.
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Denition 4.2.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a, 〈b0i b
1
i 〉
n
i=1 witnesses split −
pwt(p(x)) ≥ n ( splitting pre-weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), 〈b0i b
1
i 〉
n
i=1 is A-
independent and a 6 |⌣A b
0
i b
1
i for all i in a very strong way, namely:
♦ There exists a formula ϕi(x, y) suh that
|= ϕi(a, b
0
i ) ∧ ¬ϕi(a, b
1
i )
.
If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we will say that a, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses
split− pwt(p(x)) = n and that p has splitting pre-weight n.
• Let p(x) be any type over some set A. We will say that a,B, 〈b0i b
1
i 〉
n
i=1 witnesses split−
wt(p(x)) ≥ n ( splitting weight of p is at least n) if a |= p(x), 〈b0i b
1
i 〉
n
i=1 is A-independent
and
♦ There exists a formula ϕi(x, y) suh that
|= ϕi(a, b
0
i ) ∧ ¬ϕi(a, b
1
i )
.
If n is maximal suh that suh a witness exists, we will say that a,B, 〈bi〉
n
i=1 witnesses
split− wt(p(x)) = n and that p has splitting weight n.
Observation 4.16. Let p ∈ S(A). Then p is strongly dependent if and only if its splitting
pre-weight is rudimentary nite.
Proof. The if diretion is lear. For the only if diretion, using Theorem 4.5, one an
onstrut an array of mutually indisernible (Morley) sequenes starting with b0i b
1
i . The rest is
easy. 
The next observation (whose proof is easy and similar to the previous one) onnets depen-
dene in general to weight:
Observation 4.17. A theory T is dependent if and only if every type has a bounded splitting
weight.
We see that it is unneessary to assume (as we did in Proposition 4.14) that I |⌣A b0, it is
enough to look at the rst two elements of the sequene I; but this seems to be important (in ase
b0 is not generially stable). In a sense, what we do is replaing in the dividing/randomness pat-
tern the formulas ϕi(x, yi) with ϕ
′
i(x, y
0
i y
1
i ) = [ϕi(x, y
0
i ) ≡ ϕi(x, y
1
i )] and onsidering a dividing
pattern (= witness for high pre-weight) with respet to these new formulas.
We would like to nish by remarking that results in this setion pretend to be a rst approah
to haraterize strong dependene by a notion of nite weight. A omplete result of this type
would be quite interesting and, we believe, very useful. However, it is not lear that plain forking
is the right notion for this. As we mentioned before, it seems that strit non-forking is the right
way to go, and we refer the reader to [12℄ and [5℄ for more details.
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Appendix A. -forking and -dividing
The following theorem is proven in [8℄. We inlude the proof here for the sake of ompleteness.
Theorem A.1. The following are equivalent for any p ∈ S1(A).
(i) p admits n-cc-þ-forking.
(ii) p admits n-cc-þ-dividing.
(iii) There is an extension p(x,B) of p(x) suh that p(x,B) admits n-cc-strong dividing.
Proof. Any witness for n-cc-strong dividing is a witness of n-cc-þ-dividing and any witness for
n-cc-þ-dividing is a witness of n-cc-þ-forking. We will prove the other impliations for n = 2.
The general ase will follow by a straightforward indution on n using the properties of þ-forking
in rosy theories.
(i) ⇒(ii). Let
{ϕi(x, a¯), ψ(x, b¯)}, A
be a 2 − cc-þ-forking witness for p. By denition there are nitely many formulas ϕi(x, a¯
′
i),
ψj(x, b¯
′
j) and tuples c¯
′, d¯′ suh that ϕ(x, a¯) ⊢
∨ka
i=1 ϕi(x, a¯
′
i), ψ(x, b¯) ⊢
∨kb
j=1 ψj(x, b¯
′
j) and ϕi(x, a¯
′
i)
strongly divides over Ac¯′ and ψj(x, b¯
′
j) strongly divides over Ad¯
′
.
By hypothesis a¯ |⌣
þ
A
b¯ so by extension of þ-independene we an nd a¯′′ |= tp(a¯/Ab¯) suh
that a¯′′ |⌣A〈b¯
′
j〉d¯
′b¯. Let 〈a¯′′i 〉, c¯
′′
be images of 〈a¯′i〉, c¯
′
under an automorphism that xes A, b¯ and
sends a¯ to a¯′′.
Using extension on the other side there are b¯′′〈b¯′′j 〉d¯
′′ |= tp(b¯〈b¯′j〉d¯
′/Aa¯′′) suh that
〈a¯′′i 〉c¯
′′a¯′′
þ
|⌣
A
b¯′′〈b¯′′j 〉d¯
′′.
But tp(a¯′′b¯′′/A) = tp(a¯′′b¯/A) = tp(a¯b¯/A) so by applying an automorphism over A, we an
nd 〈a¯i〉, c¯, 〈b¯j〉, d¯ suh that 〈a¯i〉c¯a¯ |⌣A〈b¯j〉d¯b¯.
So in partiular we have tp(〈a¯i〉c¯/Aa¯) = tp(〈a¯
′
i〉c¯
′/Aa¯) and tp(〈b¯i〉d¯/Ab¯) = tp(〈b¯
′
i〉d¯
′/Ab¯).
Therefore
(1) ϕ(x, a¯) |=
ka∨
i=1
ϕi(x, a¯i), ψ(x, b¯) |=
ka∨
i=1
ψi(x, b¯i),
and
(2)
ϕ(x, a¯i) strongly divides over Ac¯ for all i,
ψ(x, b¯j) strongly divides over Ad¯ for all j
Sine ϕ(x, a¯)∧ψ(x, b¯) is onsistent with p, it is lear from (1) that the onjuntion ϕi(x, a¯i)∧
ψj(x, b¯j) is onsistent with p for some i, j. By monotoniity of þ-forking independene we know
that a¯i |⌣A b¯j so (2) implies that (ϕ(x, a¯i), ψ(x, b¯j)), A is a witness for cc-þ-dividing.
(ii)⇒ (iii). One again we will prove the ase n = 2.
Let
{ϕi(x, a¯), ψ(x, b¯)}, A
be a 2− cc-þ-dividing witness for p. Let D′ and E′ be supersets of A suh that ϕ(x, a¯) strong
divides over D′ and ψ(x, b¯) strong divides over E′. Sine a¯ |⌣
þ
A
b¯ we an, by extension (as in
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the proof of (i) ⇒(ii)), nd D,E satisfy types tp(D′/Aa¯) and tp(E′/Ab¯) respetively and suh
that a¯D |⌣
þ
A
b¯E; so in partiular ϕ(x, a¯) strong divides over D and ψ(x, b¯) strong divides over
E, a¯ |⌣
þ
D
E, b¯ |⌣
þ
E
D, and a¯ |⌣
þ
D∪E
b¯.
Sine by denition a¯ 6∈ acl(D) and b¯ 6∈ acl(E) we get that a¯, b¯ 6∈ acl(ED): e.g., a¯ 6∈ acl(D),
but a¯ |⌣
þ
E
D, so a¯ 6∈ acl(ED).
So
(3)
ϕ(x, a¯) strongly divides over E ∪D,
ψ(x, b¯) strongly divides over E ∪D,
a¯ |⌣
þ
D∪E
b¯.
Let B := D∪E and let p(x,B, a¯, b¯) be a non-þ-forking extension of p(x)∪{ϕ(x, a¯)∪ψ(x, b¯)}
and let p(x,B) be the restrition of p(x,B, a¯, b¯) to B. All the onditions in the denition of
2− cc-strong dividing are satised whih ompletes the proof of the theorem. 
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